
Chapter VII 

LANDSLIDE AS AN AGENT OF BASIN DE ffiADATION - ------- -_._..._ ------ _.._._..... 

INTRODUCTION __.._.._,__....._....._...._._ 

'll1e occurrence of landslides & the related phenomena over 

the hilly terrain of the Darjeeling Himalaya are the most seri

ous natural problem which endanger many lives and properties 

as well as shatter the communication link between places in the 

rainy season evecy year. The Rakti River Basin is no exception 

to that which geopardise the cultural as well as the economic 

set up & bring curse to the poor people in a greater dimension. 

So far the history is concerned the people of the Basin area 

has been suffering from the landslide problem since 1849 & the 

recent two decades have experienced the worst slope failttres 

due to certain ecological imbalances stemmed out of indiscrimi

nate deforestation & human interferences against the spontaneous 

c curse of nature. 

In order to prevent such natural menace so many case studies 

have been carried out both at personal as well as Govt. level 

'Griesbach 1899-1900, Ghosh. 1950, Nantiyal. 1951 and 1966, 

Dutta 1966., Sond~i et.al. 1966., Roy, Sensharma. 1967., Paul. 

1973., Chatterjee 1975. , Sinha et.al. 1975., Basu & Sarkar. 

1985.) . But they have been able to heel up only the problems 
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occur red i n i ndividual spots whereas the zone wise preventive 

measures are essential since landslide occurrences are mostly 

clustered in form encircling a particular zone or region. 

Therefore, the present investigator feels it very essential 

to identify the various sensitive zones of slope failure through 

intensive investigation of different natural & anthropogenic 

causes . Moreover a detailed case study of a slide cum subsi-

dence has been carried out to know the exact nature & causes of 

the slide scars already occurred (Fig . VII.l) in the different 

places of the Basin under study . Finally on the basis of the 

above study some controlling measures have been formulated to 

prevent the Basin area frcxn further deploration . 

The methodology adopted for such study has been based on 

1 :50 , 000 topographical sheets of survey of India, the aerial 

photographs of the study area, a check list for assessing the 

various factors responsible f o r landslide susceptibility in 

different field sites , intensive field investigation & labora

tory analysis . 

A. ~GENER&._F~R:LOF SLOPE FAILUR§. 

'Ihe hill portion of the Basin belong to lesser Himalaya 

with a very well defined morphological zones . 'Ihe mountain 

ranges rise steeply from the foot hill of 1 Terai 1 • 'lhe 

Sub-Himalayas are made up of the Siwalik of Tertiary age 

(exposed upto Chunnavatti & Long View above Terai), the Siwaliks 

are overlain by the coal bearing Gondowana formation of Damuda 

series (exposed up to Tindharia & Pankhabari) . 'lhe Gondowana 

para- autochthonous of Damuda are overlain by the Daling group 

of rocks (exposed between Tindharia-Pankhabari & Kurseong) . 

At the contac t between Siwalik & Damuda, the rocks are highly 

deformed & sheared due to presence of a major tectonic contact ; 
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the main boun dar fault (Jangpangi, 1972, Chatterjee 1975) . 

'Ihe contact between the Damuda & the Daling is also believed 

to be a thursted contact , t he daling thurst (Chatterjee, 1975). 

'Ihe steep inclinati on of slope above the subhimalayas & the 

thrust zones having geological deformities being the common 

features of this region, provoke: the frequent occurrence of 

landslide. 

ii) Sei sm,21ogical F actor 

Tectonically this area falls in the mobile belt of the 

Himalayas , which happens to be a focus of frequent earth quakes. 

The few strong tremors whi ch affected the are a are Shillong 

earthquake of 1897 & Assam earthquake of 1869 & 1950. In 1869 

earthquakes the area lay within isoseismal VIII & 1950 earth

quake the area lay within isoseismal VI of the modified Mercelli 

scale . Beside these, a number of minor tremors shake the ground 

& thereby presumably disturb the critical equilibrium of hill 

slope & t r i gger slides (Chatterjee 1975) . 

iii) £!_imatic Fa~2£_ 

The general climate of the area under study is humid & 

tropical . The maximum temperature in in August {25 . a 0c) while 

minimum in January (14 . 36°C) . ·fue average annual rainfall is 

very high like 4097 . 70 mm. Further, the area under considera

tion, forming the southern slope of the Darjeeling ranges, faces 

the al l uvial gap between the Rajmahal hills in the western part 

of the peninsular shield & the Shillong plateau in the east. 

Hence it obstructs the full blast of the s outh-west trade wind 

of the monsoon as it crosses over the Bay of Bengal. 'Ihe clcud 

remainsslightly charged with water particles while groond remains 

hot & dry. This results frequent thunders in the wake of the 

lightening flas hes . 'Ihese thunders are echoed in the mruntain 

ranges, producing supersonic sound wave which also contributes 

to the causative factors of the sliding movement, as suggested 
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by Sinha, Verma & Paul (1975) . with the break of monsoon, 

there is sudden gush of rain water after long, hot & dry spell, 
permitting a considerable portion of the surface run off to 

flow to subsurface through cracJcs & fissures expanded during 
the preceeding dry season. This causes quick loosening of the 

cohesion of the discrete rock mass, resulting disastrous land

slides. 

i v) Man Made ~~2.;: 

With the gradual gro;..Tth of tea industrY, establishment of 

ordered govt . & increasing human's interest towards hill tourism 

the hills of Darjeeling Himalaya has become a show place of 

upsurging population agglomeration which have given rise the 

increasing density of settlements all over the Darjeeling hills. 

The unscientific construction of houses,reckless cultivation 

of lands, indiscriminate deforestation to satisfy the economic 

need as well as fuel wood over t his entire area have become the 

dominating activities among t he local inhabi t ants . The acce

lerated run off due to reduced vegital cover, overload of the 

settlements on the hill slope, loosening of soil materials by 
unsystemetic tilling of lands, thus, ultimately disrupt the 

cohesiveness of rock & soil materials & provoke landslides. 
It has been obser ved that the frequent vibration of over

loaded vehicles also contributes landslides. Previously only 
half ton loaded trucks were frequent in hill cart road (passed 

through the Basin area), but now a days upto 80 tons loaded 

trucks are regularly moving along the way . Moreover unscienti
fic maintenance o.E roads by putting boulders on the subsided 

road tracks for recovering the road levels further becomes 
human created problem in this region since it exerts pressure 

on the lower road tracts & helps in the slide as well as subsi
dence on the roads. 



B. MAJOR TiPES OF LANDSLIDE 
~------

Mainly four types of slope failure are observed in and 

around the Basin area as follows : 

(i) Creep 

(ii) Sheet slide 

(iii) soil slip 

(iv) Debris slide 

i . Creeps 
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Creep is found to develop on the slope formed of uncon

solidated materials such as residual soil or rock debries, within 

preslided areas, which may be followed by another creep (Nantiyal 

1951 & Dutta 1966) . A true example of such creep is found near 

Rongt ong in Photo VII . 1 . 

'lhe sheet slides are meant for the displacement of shallow 

slope debris, loam & weathering materials on the surface of the 

bed rock {Zaruba 1982) . 'Ibis type of slide can be of large areal 

extent but they are generally of small thickness , not more than 

a few meters . 'Ihe disturbed slopes can exhibit several stages 

of sliding, ranging from initial fissuring of the surface layer 

u pt o advanced forms with several generations piled one on top 

of another. Sheet slides occur after heavy gush of rainfall . 

An ideal example of such sheet slide is fcund at Gcurigaon 

Railway Colony at Tindharia Photo VII . 2 . 

iii . Soil slips 

Soil slips generally occur in small magnitude mainly along 

the lower slopes . Such soil slip are fcund on Bamanpokhri :trea 

along the Rakti River Bank, one of which is shown in Photo VII . 3. 



VII. l- Talus creep affecting vegetation. 

VI I. 2- Sheet-slide along a steep slope at Gouri-Gaon 
near Tindharia. 



VII.3 - Soil creep along Rakti River Bank at Bamanpokhri. 

VII.4- Debris slide near Tindharia causing the adjoining 
house to subside. 
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0 
it is not realistic from the vi ew point that a 9 slope in 

clays may be potentially more unstable than a slope three time 

steep in a more coherent material (e.g ., Sand stone). 

'lhe influencing & controlling parameters which are related 

with slope instability have been further grouped into major six 

types such as 

1 . Relief 

2 . Drainage 

3 . Bed rock 

4 . Regolith & soil 

s. Legacies from the past and 

6 . Anthropogenic factors like man made features 

including landuse. 

The data Of the above parameters , to put X signes in the 

'check list ', have been collected from direct field investi

gation as well as from secondary source {Survey of India, 

Topographical Sheets No. 78 B/5, B/6) . An example of such 

'filled in check list' for a site of slope unit has been given 

in Appendix IV) • 

'Ihe p r eparation of the 1 andslide susceptibility map of the 

Rakti Basin area {Fig. Yll . 2) has been finally based on the 

results of the ' Check list' of different sites of the Basin. 

The map exhibits four distinct landslide susceptibility zones 

having different intensity. The northern half of the Basin 

exhibits very high to moderate landslide susceptibility while 

the southern half is belonged to low to negligible susceptibi

lity being almost a flat plain area. In this context it is 

interesting to note that during the study of the assessment of 

soil loss (Chapter VI) the investigator has also found a similar 

trend in the magnitude of soil erosion. Further more it is 

also worthfull to mention that the higher susceptibility zones 

of the Basin have exhibited the high slope failure occurrences 

as observed when the landslide susceptibility zones are 

compared with the landslide map (prepared from aerial photo-
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graphs) of the Basin (Fig.VII.l). T.he geographical distribu

tion Of different categories Of landslide susceptibility zones 

of the Basin are as follows. 

i) yery High Slide-susce~ible zone : T.he zone is distri

buted over the entire midd~e part Of the hill tract on the north 

. of the Basin where landslide occurrences are very frequent in 

every year after a torrential or heavy gush of rainfall. Two 

such distinct pockets are observed in the landslide map 

(Fig. VII . l), one is in and around Makaibari tea garden affect

ing the villages & another is in and around Tindharia affecting 

both the villages & T.indharia hill town itself. Slide occurren

ces are o.f great concern because they damage the lands, proper

ties & even the life as well as disrupt the communication links 

both on the village roots & on the hill cart road; a busiest 

main communicating road (for bus & train as well) between 

Siliguri & Darjeeling Hill town, and thus shatter the life line 

Of the entire Darjeeling Hills. Dissected hill topography with 

steep inclination as well as high human interference are the 

contributing factors for such devastating slide occurrence over 

this region . It is observed that in this zone most flourishing 

tea gardens like, Makaibari, Selim Hill , Naya Kaman & part of 

Castle ton are situated which become the causes of slope failure 

& in turn suffer from landslide problems. 

ii) High Slide~sceptible --~~ : Two distince zones of 

this slide-susceptibility are found in the hill portion of the 

Basin, one just below the very high susceptible zone in a narrow 

strip extended east westward & another on the top northern hill 

area in higher altitude above the very high susceptible zone. 

High steepness in slope , highly decomposed materials resulted 

from weathering on the rock surface along with unscientific 

land use like, road & building construction are the main trigger

ing factor s which have made these two zones highly susceptible 

to slope failure. Moreover searceness of natural vegetation due 
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t o s e vere de forestation over a considerable portion has further 

facilitated landsliding in these zones. 

iii) ~~te Slide-su~eptible zone : This zone is 

extended east- \.,estward in a narrow strip along the lower foot 

hill area of the Basin under study. Bare rocky slope surf ace 

in some places in association with the human interference like 

tea garden , unscientific terrace cultivation (Photo VIII . 2) are 

the contributory factors for moderate slope failure over this 

region . 

iv) Low to Neg~ble Slide::.§.~~£ti£b~~ ; A vast 

portion of the Basin on the south having wide open gently 

slopping terai plain is belonged to low to negligible landslide 

-susceptibility mainly because of very low steepness in slope. 

The e xtreme northern portion Of this zone having comparatively 

higher steepness in slope (in cQTiparison to the sruthern plain) 

some times exhibit soil creep and slip or slide along the river 
banks while the less steep southern plain lies beyond the scope 

of slope failure . 

D. CASE S~L_Q!~SELEC TED SLIDE CU!':!..§UBSIDENCE 

From the foreging discussion it has become quite evident 

that the Tindharia region of the study area has been affected by nu

mber of slope failure occurrences. Some of such slope f ailur es are 

also seen to have b een associated with subsidences (Photo VII .S ) 

& thus become a more serious threat to the inhabitants who live 

in the colony of railway quarters as well as in slums of self 

constructed houses over this sensitive area. T.indharia Cricket 

Colony is such a slide cum subsidence zone which has been taken 

as an unique example for investigation in order to apprehend 

the exact nature of this menace & find out the mechanism behind 

this failure . This study, though having some distinguishing 



VII.S- Occurrence of subsidence due to slope failure. 

VII.6 - Tindharia Cricket Colony landslide due to the 
removal of the basal support by the extraction 
of coal. 
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features of its own, still can be considered as a representative 

of other slides in the Basin, since nearly every where the slope 

failures after all have got their final shape by human need & greed 

in a generalised manner. The methodology adopted in this study 

is a rationalistic one, comprising of quantitative determination 

of the instability factors of slope, careful analysis of soils 

both in laboratory & field, detailed investigation of Geological 

& Geomorphological factors together with the study of the 

nature & extent of human interference. 

a. The Tindharia Cri~~ Colony Slid!LCum Subsiden~ 

Since a long time the Tindharia Cricket Colony has been 

staying in an acute equilibrium of subsidence which has already 

tilted most of the quarters & self constructed small wildings 

in the colony with distinctly developed cracks & fissures on 

the floors & walls . Moreover the sinking of hill cart road & 
railway track is also prcminent. It has been reported by one 

of the oldest inhabitants that since 1965 this slide cum subsi

dence (Fig .VII.3) has been taking place in each & every monsoon. 

An unpublished report of North Frontier Railway (Chatterjee 

1975) reveals that the Railway Cbdown located towards the top 

of the slope of this sinking & slided area (shown in Fig.VII.3c) 

a prominent crack was developed on the floor of the building 

trending N 40°W-S40°E, dipping southeasterly at low angle rang

ing from 4° to 5°, the amcunt of subsidence was 0.304 mt. On 

the midslope in the Railway colony, below the lower level PWD 

road in quarters no.144 (shown in the Fig.VII.3c) a prominent 

crack across the floor was noted trending N 20°W-S 20°E dipping 

4 ° to 5° towards WSW, the amcunt of subsidence varied from 

0.075 m to 0.1 m. In quarters no. 138 (s hown Fig.VII.3c also) 

NW of qQarters no.144 located on the same level, a prominent 
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crack had been developed since 1972 trending E-W & dippling 
0 0 sooth-wardly aboot 5 to 8 • The amount of subsidence was 

recorded as 0.15 m. 'lli.e amount of subsidence gradually dimi

nished from the crown down to the slope of the slided zone. 

II . Present Study of Subsidence 

The present study of the subsidence carried out by the 

investigator on last July reveals that more or less keeping 

the same direction the dip of the repeatedly repaired cracked 
floor of quarters no.144 has exceeded the dip of the Railway 

godown floor. 'lli.e dip has become 6° to 7° instead of 4° to 5° 

with the increased amount of subsidence upto 0.385 mt. instead 

of maximum 0 . 1 mt. The rate of subsidence of the godown on the 
crown Of the slope has also been increased from 0.304 mt. to 

0.345 mt. with a little change of the direction of the dip on 

the floor which is sout herly at present. 'I'hus the rate of 

subsidence on the crown has exhibited slower rate than the mid 

slope at present. The quarters no.l38 including all the houses 

N & NW of quarters no.144 has exhibited a serious tilt towards 

west. 'Ihe dip of the floor of quarters no. l38 has been increa

sed to 11° from the previous maximum 8° (towards sw at present) 

with a higher amoont of subsidence about 0.30 mt. Thus it is 

quite evident that the rate of subsidence has been increased 
on the midslope {i.e., on the main colony area having highly 

congested houses situated just at the .apex of the potential 
landslide) in c omparison to the previoos situation in 1975 when 
subsidence was higher on the crown of the slope & diminished 
towards the down slope. Moreover the westward tilting of the 
houses with increased subsidence on quarters no. 138 also prove 

that from the apex of the potential slide scar towards Naya-Kaman 
Road (newly constructed) (in Fig.VII.3c) covering the densely 

settled colony area has been affected by more serious subsidence 
at present than before. 
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III. Study of Pot~tial Sl~de~~ 

The potential slide scar (Photo VII.6) is situated just 

below the Cricket Colony having a triangular funnel shape. 

The salient morphological features of this scar are given in 
Table VII.l below. 

Table VII.l 

MorphOl£9:[ of Tindharia Cri~~L~~ Landslid~ 

Pre- slide c ondi ti on Post- slide condition 
detected in July 1992 -------------------- -------------------

l.History : Before occurrence 
of 1 andslide the area was a 
cricket ground, being pro
tected by a massive retain
ing wall at the bottan which 
was reportedly washed out in 
the monsoon o.E 1948. 

2.Rock materials ~ Damuda 
shales. 

3.Slope : Gentle with sequence 
of terraces. 

4.Natural veg : Dense vegera
tion covered the area surr
ounding cricket ground. 

l.Length : 80.00 mt. 

2.Width : 55.25 mt. 

3 . Depth of scar : Max :4. 5 mt 
Min:o.s mt 
Ave:2. 7 mt . 

4.Shape : Triangular. 

5. Total area affected a 
3325 m2. 

6.Total volume displaced : 
8977.5 m3. 

?.Process Primarily respon
sible for slide s Solifluc
tion & the removal of basal 
support due to numerous man 
made drills resulted from 
coal dust extraction. 

8.M:>dified slope : 

Concave , Max : 45 ° 
Min : 12°. 

9.Type of slide ; Debries 
slide. 

lo.Rainfall : 4145.00 mm. 

ll.Natural Veg : Bare slope 
surface with few scattered 
trees. 

----- --------------------------------------contd ••• 
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------ -------------------------------------

------------------------

12.Spectral features ; (a) The 
source of a zhora (small 
stream) has passed through 
the middle of the slide
scar. (b) Some rills & 
gullies have developed on 
the western side of slide 
-scar. Flow of spring water 
saturating the soil surface, 
is evident on the western 
side also. (c) Numerous 
coal dust extracting drills 
are found at the bottom of 
the slide- scar. (d) Huze 
amount of garbage & waste 
materials have been deposi
ted on the apex of the slide
scar with sufficient supply 
of waste water through 
community drain, community 
urinal & open urinal. 

It was reported by the oldest persons of the locality 

that previously a cricket ground existed in the present slided 
area after which the name of this colony had been derived. 

Jccording to them, in the British period, that ground was pro
tected by a massive retaining wall towards the bottom which 

was reportedly washed out in the monsoon of 1948. Since then 
that ground has taken the present shape of slopping surface 

with gradually developed slide -scar, on the top of which the 

very congested colony is situated on a number of terraces. A 
jhora 'small stream) is seen to have been developed through the 

middle of the potential landslide. 'Ibis landslide having an 
average depth of 2. 7 mt with slope ranging from 12° to 45 ° has 

been supplied \oti th huge amount of garbage & waste materials of 

the colony at the apex which remain wet with the supply of 

waste water through community drai n, community urinal (Fig. 

VI I .3c) as well as open urinals. 
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IV. ~~s of S!,~f._nstability 

A combination of factors are responsible for the landslide 

of 'lindharia cricket colony . A comprehensive analysis of such 

factors related to slope instability has been carried rut, to 

formul ate the effective remedial measures, in the following 

paragraphs . 

i) ~logical F~~ 

The slide cum subsidence zone under study is mainly con

sisted of sl i ghtly altered sedimentary rocks of Gondowana 

formation (Damuda series) of which sandstone & shale are note 

worthy (Fig . VII.3b) . Some coalseams are prominent in shales. 

These rock stratas have more or less extended in ENE to WSW 

direction. 

'Ihe rocks of the Damuda series being thrusted against the 

altered metamorphic rocks of Daling fonnation exhibits a thrust 

plane (Chat ·terjee 75) which passes through this slide cum 

subsidence zone . The thrust strikes WNW-ESE, dipping north 

-north- easterly (i . e. , hillwardly) at angles ranging from 30° 

to 40°. The thrust contact is marked by intensive tectonic 

defonnations , exhibited by dra g folds & crushed zones. 'lhe 

onpushing effect of the thrust is more pronrunced on the Damuda 

shale s i nterc alated with semi anthracitic coal seams. This 

gives the coal a flaky appearance. In rainy season these 

flakey unconsolidated coals when cane in contact with percolat

ing water, crumbles d01.-1n to a powdary slush & thereby gets its 
way to come down with heavy load. Moreover weathering, resulted 

fran coefficiency of contraction & expansion due to both diurnal 

& seasonal range of temperature disinteg r ate the rock materials 

al eng the zones of weakness . Mons con rain seeping through the 

pore-spaces ultimately helps in sliding of the rock material 

composed of shale. 



Table VII.2 

Different soil 12arameters Of Tindharia Cricket Colon:i landslide 
----- -----
Lex::- Dep th Sand Sili "Clay water Pore Degree Vol ume Orga- pH Salt Cal- Magne- Organic Nitrogen funs el l 
ati- in ~ " hold- Space of sa- of ex- nic ~ cium sium " carbon 
on em. ing " tura- pansi- matt- " " cap a- tion on in er 

city in X % " " at fi-
eld 
cap a-
city 

A 0-10 67.79 24.12 8.09 65.61 48.36 63.76 7.16 9.o1 5.1o o.o9 o.o5 o.o3 5.24 

p 10-30 73.57 20.20 6.13 55.73 52.94 61.36 5.34 8.89 4.70 o.o8 o.o5 OoOJ 5.17 

E 30-60 78.59 15.17 6.14 45.31 48.83 61.17 6. 95 7.67 4.00 o.o5 0.03 o.o2 4.46 

X 60-90 68.76 21.14 10.10 56.73 54.86 71.26 8.51 10.96 4.35 o.o4 o.o1 o.o2 6 .37 

B 0-10 82.48 11.31 6.21 49.80 52.49 55.32 4.53 5.97 5.25 0.07 0.03 0.02 3.47 

A 10-30 82.61 12.20 5.19 53.58 47.52 64.09 5.02 6.58 4.45 0.05 0.02 0.02 3.82 

s 30-50 83.50 10.30 6.10 44.91 48.64 58.54 5 .12 s.so 5 .70 o.os 0.03 o.o1 3 .25 

E 

---
Analysed in Nagrakata TRA soil research laboratory, Dt. Darjeeling, w.a. 

" 
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ii) Pedol ogic.al Factors 

To understand the pedological i nfluence on the development 

of l andslide at Tindharia cricket colony different soil para

meters have been analysed in the laboratory and the results have 

been given in Table VII . 2. 

It is foond from the Table VII . 2 that the general charac

teristics of soil exhibit coarseness in texture having consi

derably low arnoont of silt & clay on both the head & toe of the 

slided area. 

Fran the analysis of soil sarnpl'es (Table VII . 2) collected 

fran the undisturbed soil profile at the apex of the slided 

area it is very interesting to note that both the top layer 

i . e . , 0 to 10 em. depth as well as lower section i . e . , 60 to 

90 ern depth of the soil profile are associated with high amount 

of silt , clay, volume of expansion, degree of saturation, water 

holding capacity, organic matter etc . in canparison to the 

middle portion of the soil profile. SUch characteristics of 

profile development is seemed to have been resulted from the 

pere ol a tion of different mechanical & chemical components of 

soil from the top layer down to the lower section of the soil 

profile since the middle part of the soil is porous due to 

higher coarseness in texture . 

Thus the pereolation of upper soil materials have develop

ed a distinct leached horizon at the lOt.ver section of the soil 

profile which ultimately exhibits the highest degree of satura

tion at field capacity being associated with high percentage 

Of volume of expansion, porosity, as well as dispersing agents 

like organic substances, acids & very lOt.v amount of cohesive 

materials like salt, calcium & magnesium (Holrnsen; 1929, 

SOderblorn ; 1969, 1974 & Rosenqvist . 1977 . ) . As a consequence 

the quick saturating p~Ner of the soil at the lower section 

(from 60 to 90 ern depth) reduces the shear strength of the soil 
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which being further triggered up by soil dispersing agents get 

detached fran the bottan giving rise a deep displacement of 

soil materials to the down slope. Since the non dispersing 

agents like salt , calcium & magnesium are absent in consider

able amount in this section of the soil profile, the soil be

canes hardly canpetent to restore its cohesiveness against the 

shearing stress of the soil . 

It is seen that the potential slided area & the surrounded 

slope surface are noticeably devoid of vegetation. Few scatter 

trees are found over the entire area. Moreover the ground 

cover b e ing very thin leaves the soil surface barren in most of 

the places. 'lhus the lack Of vegetation cover hampers the 

cohesiveness of the soil & make it vulnerable to erosion. 'lhe 

slope of the slided zone being also devoid of vegetat .ive mat, 

remain exposed to heavy & concentrated monsoon showers & become 

susceptible to both sheet & gully erosion. 

iv) Effect of Rainfall , Run-off & Infiltration - - - - -
In the slided area, rainwater pereolates through the 

cracks, joints & pore spaces of the soil & regolith. It enhances 

the pore-water pressure & changes the consistency as well as 

Shear resistance of the soil. Internal friction is developed & 
ultimately the soil looses its cohesion. 'lhus, with the onset 

on monsoon, the slope surface starts denudation as water flows 

through the small rills & gullies earring down loose soil 

materials of less shear strength. 

v) Effect of ~~~_!~rference 

In association with the natural causes, the human inter

ference acts as ad extraneous agent for accelerating this slide 

cum subsidence to a great extent . It has been found that coal 
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regular activity of the local people . Many people run their 

family depending on this illicit quarrying of coal . 'Ihus 

numerous unsupported small drills & tunnels have developed 
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on the toe of . the slided zone which facilitate the localized 

sliding of materials around the openings . The canbined effect 

of a number of such slides surrounding the small holes ul ti

mately ruptures the basal support & set the stage ready for 

further undermining the slope as well as resultant disequili

brium in the arrangement of rock stratas on the apex of the 

potenti al s i de zane, i . e ., over the colony area. Further, the 

gradual increase of settlements over the colony area imposes 

load being associated with the heap of waste water saturated 

colony garbage on the apex of the slide zone . Thus ultimately 

over load creates subsidence & failure of slope. The colony is 

in such a acute state that it is very difficult to confidently 

expect its tanorrow' s life span unless immediate measures are 

taken . 

i) 'Ihe first objective of remedial measure of the slided 

a r ea should be to keep the slope surface dry for increasing 

the frictional resistance of the slope forming materials. To 

do so the open urinal system on the apex of the slide zone should 

immediately be stepped. 'Ihe canmunity urinal shruld be replaced 

from its present position to the source zone of the centrally 

situated jhora (small stream) (in Fig. VII . 3 c) & its cutlet 

should be led to the jhora head. 'Ihe main concrete canmunity 

drain (Fig. VIL. l c) which passes most of the waste water of the 

colony to the open slope surface of the slide head shoold be l e d 
to the jhora (small stream) head also. 

ii) Under cu t ting of slOpe by unauthorised mining of coal 

which provides r upturing of basal support & adequate subsidence 

in the area, should immediately be stopped. Mining may be done 
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in a mor e scientific way by proper agencies by providing well 

supported inclined shafts & gallaries & backstoring the void 

space by boulders mixed with montanite. 

iii) The centrally positioned jhora {small stream) should be 

developed into lined vertical chute up to 750 mt cont rur at the 

base of the slide. This chute should have a sufficient capa

city to carry the heavy surface flow during the peak monsoon 

period. 

iv) The colony garbage being saturated with drain water carry

ing detergent materials should not be heaped on the apex of the 

slide, because it supplies sufficient dispersing agents (from 

drain water) & reduces shear strength in the soil (Soderblom. 

1969, 1974. ) as well as provides · sufficient load on the head of 

the slided slope . D.lmping on the apex should also not be 

all owed because of the reason that it supplies huze amount of 

organic substances as well as organic acids which tampers the 

natural development of soil , as observed from the soil analysis 

of the profile situated on the head of the slided zone. 

v) A massive retaining wall should be constructed at the 

bottom of the slope, the foundation of which should be taken 

down to the bed rocks likely to be available at shallow depth. 

vi) All the lateral drains of the colony should be connected 

with the main concrete drain & thereby led to the vertical 

chute i .e. , to the jhora (small stream) head. The domestic 

drain should also be connected with lateral drains . 

vii) 'Ihe total drainage system of the colony should be concrete 

& damaged drains should be repaired. 

viii) Further construction of houses on the affected slope 

should be highly discouraged. If any further expansion of the 
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colony becomes inevitable it should be on the western part of 

the area i . e . , on the slope facing easterly. Here also proper 

drainage facilities should be provided . 

ix) Plantation of trees & vegetative mat like quickly growing 

grasses should be done on the slope surfaces immediately. 

E . REMEDIAL MEASURES F.Qg.2,HE PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF LANDSLIDES 

AND LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBLE ZONES - - -------
The above investigations make it aparent that the Basin 

under study has been associated with various intensities of 

landslide susceptible zones being influenced by various physical 

& anthropogenic factors . 'Ihe case study of a slide cum subsi

dence , moreover , makes us aware about the fact that the slides 

& the sinking areas of the Basin are rather complex & critical 

in origin s i nce they are ultimately shaped by multifaceted human 

interferences rampant all over the Basin area . Therefore a well 

planned remedial measure becomes inevitable for the Basin to 

tackle as well as prevent such detrimental problem which endan

gers the life line over the hilly region by exerting its 

influence not only after occuring in different places but also 

leaving its chance to occur in near future. To adopt such a 

systematic & scientific control on the landslides & landslide 

susceptible zones the followi ng treatments have been taken into 

consideration. 

i) Modification of the gravity force by reducing slope 

ii) Maintenance of proper drainage 

1 . Surface drainage 

2 . Sub-surface drainage 

iii) Provision for preventing infiltration & ingress of 

water 

iv) Improvement of soil properties by compaction & 
preventing erosion 
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v) Constr.uction of retention wall & similar str.uctures 

vi ) Slope stabilization b y vegetative treatment 

vii) Restriction to settlements . 

Steep i nclination of a land surface facilitates the 

gravi ty force to cause slides in areas of less c001pact mate

rials . Hence, slope can be stabilized by reducing its angle of 

inclination. Slope stability can be maintained by two ways, 

either by reducing the volume at the head or expanding the 

volume of the toe. In practice the former treatment is more 

effective. The reduction of slope angle on the natural slope 

should not be done , unless it has been aff ected by landslide. 

However the susceptible slopes can be treated depending on the 

slope conf i guration & the extent of slope instability. The 

reduction of the angle of slope can not be widely applicable 

in the study area to prevent landslides because of too high steep

ness & the length of slopes . It can only be used in a very 

careful way in case of the slides along hill cart road in slopes 

havi ng short length & relatively small steepness . 

ii) Maintenance of Proper Drainage 

The landslides & landslide susceptible areas can be 

stabilized by providing appropriate drainage system to pass 

accumulated water over the ground surface . Two types of drain

age systems can be applied for the areas that demand rectifi

cati on . They are as follows : 

1 . Surface Drai!!_age ; The surface of the slide affected 

areas are generally seen uneven, hummocky & traversed by deep 

fissures . water accumulates in the depressions & then wet 

ground developes . Surface drainage can, therefore , be a right 

measure to dry out the area & control the slide. The areas 

susceptible for landslide can also be stabilized by proper 

surface drainage system. Longitudinal & cross drains provided 
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with filt e r fabrics can be constructed to reduce pore water 

pressure , drain the water & stabilize the slides . Moreover 

this type of drain is very much usefull in landslide suscep

tible areas to prevent further occurrence of slide. It is a 
major advancement in drainage technique because it minimise 

the dimensions of the drains . 

Diversion of drainage from the affected area is, also very 

useful measure where longitudinal & cross drains with filter 
fabrics are not workable. In such areas all the stre ams & 
wat e r crurses can be diverted frOOJ the affected areas . Springs 

issuing wi thin the slide area, especially those at its apex, 

must be diverted away frOOJ the slide. For an immediate, provi

sional diversion of flowing water, any available pipe can be 

used. Spring water can also be led to the longitudinal & cross 

drains where such drainage system is applied. 

After partial st<:!-bilization of the landslide, open ditches 

of adequate dimensims & gradients must be excavated for drain

ing out the rain water. Simultaneously, the ground surface 

should be levelled & undrained depressions should be filled 
along with all cracks in order to ensure run-off of surface 

water. At the time of such operation the grass cover must not 
be disturbed unnecessarily , since grass cover prevent splash 

action of rain as well as percolation. 

2 . Sub- surface Drainag~ : Drainage bore holes can be dug 

to contact the affected surface of a slide area with the water 
bearing beds , so that the pore water pressure can be reduced & 

the shearing strength of the soil of the affected area can be 

increased. Bore holes are comparatively less costly & there

fore, they should be prefered for releasing the pressure of 

underground water of a slided area to drainage gallaries which 

are rather costly. However the Boreholes should be constructed 

with sufficient care & scientific techniques by which proper 
underground drainage system is developed. 
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iii) Provisi~for Preventing~iltration & Ingr~~ Wat~ 

Since subsurface drainage system by making bore holes over 

a vast area becomes highly expensive# even for a slide affected 

area is not always successfull where hard rock beds exist and 

the water bearing beds are in higher depth, there other preven

tive measures against infiltration & ingress of water are very 

much useful. Infiltration & ingress of water can be reduced 

by spraying asphalt emulsion on the slope surfaces both on the 

slide affected & the slide susceptible areas . Before asphalt 

spraying seeding of grasses should be done to generate turfed 

surface on the slopes . It has been observed turfed slopes 

remain stable up to a greater height than bare slopes (Sinha, 

Verma & Paul 1975). 'I\J.rf ed slopes also prevent pere ol at ion of 

water . Rockey slopes with open joints can be made impervious 

by grouting, although it is very expensive method, but to 

protect hill cart road near Tindharia as well as Chunavati & 

s orne places along Pankha Bari Road in North Long View T. E. & 

Makaibari T. G. areas it seems to be essential . 

iv) Irnprov~t of Soil Propert~by Compaction &_Ereventi~ 

Erosion ___ _..... 

Landslides & landslide susceptible areas can be improved 

by developing the soil compactness. The compactness of soil 

can be improved by some special process like electro osmosis 

(using reinforcing bars or steel rods as electrodes), lime 

columns, stone columns . Moreover soil erosion can be controlled 

by placement of jute & coir netting on the slope surface. This 

treatment also induce growth Of vegetation. An world expert on 

prevention of soil erosion, Mr . J.Thompson, after surveying 

the nature of soil erosion over himalayan hill region including 

the Basin area under study has suggested to use geotextile 

techniques to protect the soil from slipping, creeping & any 

type of erosion . This geogextile is one kind of fine jute net 
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which after spreading over the slope surface soil erosion can 

be immediately stopped. Since geotextile is net like material 

the weeds & plants can easily growth through the spaces & it 

does not hamper the growth of vegetation . Before the onset of 
monsoon the application of geotextile is more effective because 

that time the slope remains almost devoid of ground cover & 

after the monsoon the weeds & shrubs can easily grow throogh 

the geotextile . 

v) Construct ion Of Retention Wall & Similar Structures 
~~~~~------ -- ---

In the Basin area the retention walls & sausage walls made 

up of rubbles are frequently found which have been constructed 

by PWD deptt . to prevent the slope £ailure. B.J.t the drainage 

facilities of such wall s are very poor. some retention walls 

are f oond to be very weak in slum or busti areas where landslides 
are common & these walls don•t have adequate drainage outlets 

also. In the monsoon season the seepage pressure of water in 
the walls cause the damage of such walls & even in some places 

these costly constructions crumble down into pieces . Some 
masonry walls are also found in the Basin area. The weep-holes 
on such walls are found to be filled up with fine grained 

materials which hampers the basic purpose of weep- holes . Perio
dical maintenance specially in rainy season is very much 

necessary to keep the weep holes clean . Another important point 
is to be noted that the retention walls shoold not be made up 

of rcx::ks of diversed size & character . It has been found in 
the Basin area that many a retention walls have been weathered 

& coroded easily in parts in contrast with other parts of the 

same wall . IAle to such unequal weathering & erosion some of 
the r etention & sausage walls are found to have been broken 

down as a result of built up disequilibrium between void spaces 

& the residual wall parts & thus invited further disaster. 
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vi) Sl ope Stabilization b~Vegetative Treatment 

Tree plantation i s an effective method of controlling the 

shallow sheet slides . However landsl ides with a deep-lying 

sli de surface can not be stopped by the development of vegeta

tion but this does have effect of reducing the infiltration of 

slope by surface water . 

It is generally accepted that the growth of vegetation 

helps in drying out the surface layers & that remificatian of 

the root system assists the consolidation process . Since the 

trees draw water from the surface beds, the most suitable 
species for planting on slided slopes are those that have the 

largest consumption of water & the highest transpiration rates . 

'lllerefore, it is more advantagerus to plant deciduoos trees 
than to plant confers which have relatively low rate of trans

piration . Low vegetations like some shrubs & herbs are very 
much helpful to protect slide areas as well as susceptible 

areas . 

In the Basin under study trees like gokul (Ailanth.J.s 

grandis) Chilaune (Schima wallichii) Utis (Alnus nepalensis) 
Pherphire !Firmina colorata) etc . are effective plants for 

slope failure control because of thei r quick growing & inten

sive root spreading nature. Some shrubs like GJ.enyhlo (Calli

carpa arborea) , Amaro (Spondias pinnata) etc . as well as herbs 

like kash {Saccharam spontaneum) Amlisho ('lllysanolaena maxima) 
are als o very helpful . These trees, shrubs & herbs should be 

planted over the affected as well as prone areas Of slope 
failure. 

vii) Restriction to settlements ._....... __________ ;o;,...;......,,.. 

It has been found in the Basin area that over concentra
tion Of settlements have provoked as well as accelerated slope 
failure by imposing over load on geologically unstable areas 

f 
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like on Damuda & Si\>~alik rocks. Here construction of wildings 

above 20° slope should not be allowed to prevent landslides. 

For successful management of the landslide susceptible zones 

people should be enco.1raged to settle on the geologically & 

topographically more stable parts i . e . , on the granite- gnessic 

surfaces in the hills . It should be noted in this connection 

that unscientific repairing of hill cart as well as Pankhabari 

roads (the main communicating roads in the Basin) by filling 

the subsided & broken parts with boulders & other loads (in 

order to make level) shruld be fully restricted. 'lliese loads 

create disequilibrium between upper & lower parts on the roads 

& create more hazardous disaster . Tb overcome such problem 

utmost diversion of roads in the affected areas should be 

undertaken to save both the money & recurring danger over the 

roads. 

~LUSIONS 

'Ihe foregoing analysis of the landslide & landslide suscep

tible zones clearly indicate that the hill region of the Basin 

under study is in no way safe for the healthy & wealthy human 

settlements unless sufficient care & consciousness are adopted 

for spreading human habitation. Here landslides owe their origin 

not due to single influencing factor but number of factors & 

their complexities make a certain area an object of nightmare 

to the plain living people Of 10\ver economic status. 

It has been observed that out of all the physical & natural 

factors for slope failure, water has the most deleterious effect. 

&lt it is also true that ultimately almost all the slides in the 

settled areas have got their final & threatened shapes by the 

influence of anthropogenic factors which have been stemmed from 

the sheer deficiency of knowledge among the backward, simple & 

ignorant people of the hills of Basin area. 
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Therefore , it is the sacred duty of the present govt. to 

educate the local people & make them conscirus abrut the 

peth os of degradations as well as how to check them. This can 

only be done by involving the student community to eco-restora

tion programmes for different areas . If once a handfull of 

student community is made aware about the deploring situation, 

they with their minimum means but with full eff ort will attempt 

at their best to obsti uct or educate the ignorant local inha

bitants to restore the delicate ecosystem of a particular place. 

At last it shruld be justifiable to note that already 
affected & highly susceptible areas should be tackled with 

highly expertized & scientific hands to bring the areas back 

to the normal situation. To do so first of al l the very nature 
Of slope instability should be properly understood. The engi

neers approach to the problems shruld be associated with the 
quantitative assessment of soil & rock mechanics as well as deep 

rooted extraneous i . e ., anthropogenic causes of slope inst abi
lity . It is irony of fact that when environmental scientists 

think abrut the problem from regional point of vievt, then 

constructi on engineers think about the situation & site of a 
localized unstable slope. Therefore, a compromise between 

these two is essential to achieve the desirable result . 
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